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Presenter
Presentation Notes
AbstractBond University is renowned for providing students with a personalised and transformative learning experience centered upon face-to-face interactions between teacher and student. Postgraduate legal education – particularly the Master of Laws – usually consists of a series of law subjects delivered on-campus, and requires a substantial commitment that can be challenging for busy legal professionals. Digital teaching technologies are now disrupting the traditional models of curriculum design and delivery, and creating opportunities to improve access to postgraduate education, continuing professional development and lifelong learning by lawyers. The Faculty of Law at Bond University is moving towards a radically revised model of postgraduate legal education. Executive Dean of the Faculty, Professor Nick James, will describe that journey, and identify the ways in which new teaching technologies are transforming what is taught in a law course, how it is taught, where and when it is taught, and by whom. NotesWe tend to focus upon how technology is changing how we teach but we need to consider also how it is transforming what and who we teach and, in professional programs, how technology is transforming professional practiceBringing together DD of learning and DD of practice; getting students to create resources as assessment for use as learning tools for other studentsFocus on persuading other academics to embrace BL? By positioning transformation in historical context; showing impact of DD on relevant profession?
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The origins of legal education as a category of the liberal artsLegal education as unregulated legal trainingLegal education and the focus upon legal doctrineThe new vocationalism, driven by neo-liberalism – Influence of profession via accreditation requirementsWhat’s next? A new need to return to law school – this time to prepare for disruption
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Online communicationAlways onlineInstant access to informationGlobal networksThe prevalence of social mediaCrowdsourcingBig dataInformation about …... Of dataOnly X% analysed and understoodArtificial intelligence…
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What lawyers doSusskind – Breaking down / unbundling of legal work into discrete parts performed by different peopleLawyers doing non-legal work – Business advice …Non-lawyers doing ‘legal’ work – Conveyancers, paralegals, legal analysts, legal technicians, How lawyers workInstant access to legal informationInstant communication‘In the punk’ v email‘Legal informatics, the study of software that can collect and sort through large data sets, provides increasingly diverse processes for the collection, storage, analysis, presentation, and interpretation of information in legal contexts.’Legal databases locate, interpret and analyse the lawCrowdsourcing of legal tasks and projectsOnline dispute resolutionWho lawyers serveGrowth of in-house – 10% to 35% of lawyersEasier to engage in low cost high volume legal workBetter access to lawyers/clients … and justice? Participatory democracy?Global distributed peer-to-peer network – legal artificial intelligence – lawyers in the background rather than the forground of legal services delivery“Ross Intelligence has recently released its first AI (artificial intelligence) lawyer, ‘ROSS,’  that is able to comb through masses of legal data – law – and to answer an intuitive question such as: ‘can a bankrupt still conduct business?’  ROSS offers an enhanced application of computer algorithms that goes further than simply searching through data. It trawls through vast quantities of data like any other first generation research or information management program but it is intelligent because it is encoded to learn to do a task, and to improve its accuracy as it goes along. First generations of information management facilitate practitioners’ finding the law – but ROSS demonstrates that AI now makes it possible to find the answer to legal questions without a lawyer at all.”
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How we teachWhat we teachWho we teach
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Using technology to make the learning experience more interactive, more engaging and more personalized.Finding the right balance between online and f2f.Past: Classroom teachingTeaching as transmissionPresent: Blended learningTeaching as facilitationEnhancement of F2F using websites, videos, interactive online assessment, technology in the classroomFuture: Online, modular, stackable learning experiencesWholly onlineCompetency basedDigital badgingMicro-credentialling
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WHAT WE TEACHPast: DoctrinePresent: Traditional legal skills: research, reading and interpretation, reasoning, oral and written communication, advocacy, dispute resolutionFuture: Digital literacy / capabilities, global perspectives, online communication, informatics, data analysis, coding?
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Past: Students as studentsPresent: Students as future (current) lawyersFuture: Who will deliver legal services in future? Do these people need a qualification that leads to admission as a lawyer? If not, what do they need?
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The biggest challenge: Who are tomorrow’s law students and what will they want and need?
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